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Abstract—In distributed collaborative networks such as peer-
to-peer systems, privacy preserving information sharing and
dissemination heavily relies on effective trust management. Trust
based encryption (TBE) has been proposed to be a solution
to enabling privacy preserving information sharing and dis-
semination for such networks. Unfortunately, the previously
proposed schemes are not efficient in terms of communications
overhead, and require a constantly online trust authority. In
this paper, we propose two trust based encryption schemes with
significantly improved efficiency. In the first scheme, we develop a
generic transformation approach based on the recently proposed
identity based broadcast encryption (IBBE) technique, which
can significantly reduce both memory space and communication
overhead when static reputation is considered. For the dynamic
reputation scenarios, we present a trust based encryption scheme
which is based on a recently proposed revocable identity based
encryption technique, resulting in significantly reduced commu-
nication overhead at the central trust authority.

Index Terms—Trust management, privacy preserving informa-
tion sharing, trust based encryption, identity based encryption.

I. INTRODUCTION

REPUTATION systems have served as an important tool
in establishing trust in distributed networks, such as peer-

to-peer networks. Based on their interaction experience in such
networks, users can offer their reputation rating on a network
node, a service or a product. They can also derive evidence
from other nodes’ ratings or feedback and come up with their
own opinion on how much they should trust a node and/or a
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service. In the recently emerging distributed networks, such as
peer-to-peer (P2P) networks, various rating systems based on
reputation are designed to achieve different security goals. In
all the existing reputation based systems, an individual user or
entity will be evaluated and assigned with a reputation value
(score) and treated accordingly. This bears some similarities
to the real world scenario in which people tend to have trust
evaluation on others and react differently.

Reputation systems have also been applied to access control
for private information dissemination over other emerging
distributed networks, such as mobile social networks (MSN).
Nowadays, people share various personal profile information
with friends or even strangers in MSNs. Based on the data
privacy levels of the profile information, different security
levels can be defined. Apparently, user’s reputation or trust
levels between different users gathered from users’ interactions
or feedback from other users’ interactive experience could
serve as a base to realize privacy preserving information
sharing and dissemination.

Thus, given a reputation system in place for a distributed
network, how to efficiently enable privacy preserving informa-
tion sharing and dissemination based on the reputation rating
is a challenging problem. For instance, a user may wish to
share the private information with those with reputation level
higher than certain threshold while hiding his information
from those with rating lower than the threshold, how can this
be done efficiently? This problem is vital in various application
scenarios. For instance, a server’s multicast/broadcast service
might only be allowed to be accessed by those with good
reputation during the service delivery. A user in a P2P network
may only allow users with good reputation to access its
upload files. These issues have been posed in [2], and trust
based encryption (TBE) technique has been used to design
a solution. In this TBE scheme, each user is evaluated and
assigned with a reputation rating value, say, r, where r ∈ [0, 1)
is a rational number equivalent to r = a/2κ, a ∈ [0, 2κ) and
u = 2κ is the granularity of reputation rating. In this paper, we
assume the lower the user rating value, the more trustworthy
this user is. This correspondence could vary according to
the concrete application scenario. A trusted authority (TA)
in this system is responsible for distributing a private key
for each user according to its identity and rating value. The
concrete TBE system works as follows. Suppose a message
sender Bob wants to communicate with a receiver Alice, he
will encrypt his message using Alice’s identity, a reputation
requirement [0, R] and the current communication round t.
The encrypted message can be successfully decrypted by
Alice if and only if her reputation rating value r falls into
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the range requirement [0, R] in communication round t. The
basic idea does yield a solution for the privacy preserving
information sharing problem we raised before.

In [2], Srivatsa et. al. provide several variations of TBE
schemes based on either the symmetric key or public key
framework. However, as also pointed out in [2], TA is required
to be online in the symmetric key framework in order to
distribute fresh private keys to nodes whenever they wish
to communicate with each other, inducing a great deal of
communication burden to the system. On the other hand, all
the three proposed public key TBE schemes [2] are based on
identity based encryption (IBE) technique. The first scheme
based on basic IBE techniques achieves a O(log(u))=O(κ)
sized private key and O(κ) sized ciphertext. The receiver
needs to obtain a fresh private key according to the current
reputation rating value from TA in each communication round.
Therefore, the communication traffic on the TA side is of size
O(nTκ), where n is the number of the system users and T is
the maximum communication rounds between any two com-
munication parties in the system. Similar performance analysis
results also apply to the second scheme, which is based on
the ID-based multi-receiver key encapsulation mechanism (ID-
MR-KEM). The third scheme is based on the hierarchical
IBE scheme and achieves constant sized ciphertext and much
larger private key size, which might be less favorable for most
application scenarios. The receiver in both the second and third
schemes is required to get his updated private key at each
communication round.

As we can observe, the communication overhead on the TA
side tends to be large in the existing TBE schemes. Besides,
since the user reputation is essentially dynamic, the TA has to
stay online most of the time in the current TBE schemes. This
contradicts to the distributed nature of distributed collaborative
networks.

This paper aims not only to improve the performance
of collaborative networks by developing more efficient TBE
schemes, but also to develop better tailored TBE schemes for
distributed collaborative networks by reducing the interaction
overhead between an individual user and the TA. In our
first scheme, we propose a generic transformation approach
to transforming a recently proposed identity based broadcast
encryption (IBBE) scheme to a TBE scheme, in which both
the ciphertext size and the private key size are reduced from
logarithmic size of the number of users to constant size. It
can significantly improve the performance of TBE scheme
when static reputation value is considered. We also observe
that the dynamic nature of reputation value is imperative to
the practical reputation based systems where an individual is
solely judged by its reputation. It is highly likely that the
obsolete reputation values could be employed by malicious
users to gain improper advantage in a collaborative network
especially when their reputation drops. However, the existing
scheme fails to serve an effective solution when dynamic
reputation is considered due to a heavy traffic to the TA, which
also further implies frequent user interactions with an online
TA.

Our second TBE scheme, which intends to adjust to the
dynamic nature of rating values, is based on the recently
proposed revocable IBE system [3]. At the beginning of this

scheme, the TA distributes a private key to an individual user.
Then, the update information will be published periodically by
the TA to revoke those whose rating scores have significantly
changed during a prefixed time period. The size of published
update information is dependent on the number of the revoked
users. Thus, instead of obtaining a fresh private key from
the TA in each communication round, a receiver can refresh
his private key using the public update information without
interacting with the TA when his rating score changes. Con-
sequently, the communication overhead for the TA will now
depend on the number of the revoked users. The TA can be
kept offline and individual users do not need to interact with
the TA most of the time when compared with the existing
scheme [2].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We will
first briefly introduce the original TBE scheme. After that,
we will show how to improve the performance of the TBE
scheme based on identity based broadcast encryption schemes,
followed by another improved TBE scheme based on the
revocable IBE scheme. Finally, we will conclude this paper
in the last section.

II. RELATED WORK

Identity based encryption has been a useful tool in designing
secure distributed collaborative networks. In 2008, Srivatsa
et al. [2] built a trust management paradigm for securing
pan-organizational information flows, addressing the threat of
information leakage. The TA here is assumed to be offline
when the identity based encryption scheme is adopted. How-
ever, the fact that a user has to contact the TA whenever its
reputation changes, basically renders an offline TA impossible.
Since an offline or transparent TA is of paramount importance
in a distributed network, such as P2P network, especially
in military scenarios [2], where minimizing communication
costs in battery powered mobile P2P networks is critical, how
to provide a more flexible and offline TA in this paradigm
remains a challenge, which is one of the major motivations of
this paper.

Identity based cryptography (IBC) has been adopted as
an underlying tool to provide a secure incentive scheme to
stimulate users to forward packets in distributed collaborative
networks such as the delay tolerant networks [4]–[6]. Most
of those schemes assume an offline security manager (OSM),
which can basically be considered as a TA in the traditional
IBC. IBC has also been used for providing witness anonymity
and robust communication under peer-to-peer networks [7]–
[9]. An offline TA, i.e., offline group manager (OGM) is
assumed in this setting [7], [9]. It was shown by Butler
et al. [9] that IBC combined with symmetric cryptographic
approach can be employed to design an effective decentralized
architecture, which can serve as a practical solution to Sybil
attack. Compared with those architectures based on traditional
certificate authority-based PKI, it has been pointed out [9] that
the IBC based system has the benefit of not requiring compli-
cated certificate management. However, it is also noted that
individual users have to obtain their private keys from the TA,
which could add expensive communication and computation
overhead to the system. Besides, this could lead to a constantly
online running TA, which is against the distributive nature of
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peer-to-peer systems. This issue is more prominent when it
comes down to the case when the identity or key revocation
is taken into consideration. It can be even more tricky when the
IBC technique is applied to construct a trust based encryption
scheme in the trust management paradigm [2]. Neither the
existing architecture [9] nor the trust management paradigm
[2] provides a good solution to this scenario. Our scheme
provides a computation and communication efficient way to
revoke reputation keys by systematically incorporating the
revocable IBE technique with trust encryption scheme [2].
As a consequence, we can guarantee much less involved
TA compared with what in the current trust management
paradigm.

III. A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO ORIGINAL TBE SCHEME

In this section, we briefly review the basic idea of the
original TBE scheme [2]. Suppose the sender Bob specifies
a trust rating (or reputation score) R when encrypting a
message for the receiver Alice. The decryption is successful
if and only if the receiver has a secret key corresponding
to a rating value r such that r ≤ R. The secret keys are
required to be dependent on temporal information related to
the communication round, identities and rating value, so that
keys for one communication round cannot be used for the next
round. A secure channel is assumed to exist between the TA
and each user to guarantee the secure delivery of user’s secret
key.

The TBE scheme is constructed on the identity based
encryption (IBE) system ([10], [11]), in which there are three
parties: the Private Key Generator (PKG), a TA holding a
master key mk and responsible for initializing the system,
publishing the system parameter pk and distributing a private
key skid for a system user with identification (ID) id by
running an extraction algorithm that takes mk and id as input;
a message sender (or encryptor), who runs an encryption
algorithm taking the message M , the receiver identity id and
the public key pk as input to generate a ciphertext Cid(M).
The message receiver (or decryptor) id′ will input the received
ciphertext Cid(M) and his private key skid′ to the decryption
algorithm. The algorithm will output the original message M
if and only if id = id′ and ⊥ otherwise.

In the identity based TBE scheme[2], there is an online TA,
from whom the receiver can obtain his private key according
to his rating value r in the communication round t. The binary
tree-based technique for range queries over the encrypted data
[12] is adopted to generate the private keys with the desired
property. The root of a binary tree with depth d will be labeled
as � (which represents the string of length 0), a left-child at
node s will be labeled as s0, and a right-child node will be
labeled as s1 as shown in Fig. 1. Consequently, the leaves
are labeled by d-bit strings from left-to-right, starting with
0 · · · 0 and ending with 1 · · · 1. Each binary string b0 · · · bd−1

uniquely corresponds to a real number r =
∑�−1

i=0 bi2
−(i+1)

in the interval [0, 1). In the identity based TBE [2], the
user with trust value r of form a/u is associated with an
identity set Sr covering the interval [a, u), i.e., a minimal
set of subtrees covering the leave nodes of the range a to u.
This identity set is denoted as rating set in the context. In

Sr {001,01,1} PR { ,0, 01, 010}

Fig. 1. Basic idea of the TBE in [2]: rating set r= 1
8

, range set for
[0, R]=[0, 1

4
], u=8.

order to generate a ciphertext for a range [0, R] (representing
the range requirement R), the sender first finds out all the
nodes on the path from the root to the leaf node R, under
which the message is encrypted. All the identity nodes on
the path constitute the range set. For instance, in Fig. 1 with
r = 1/8 and R = 1/4, the rating set is {1, 01, 001} and the
range set is {�, 0, 01, 010}. Thus, a message M is encrypted
under the identity set {id||�||t, id||0||t, id||01||t, id||010||t},
where id is the receiver identity, the respective rating value
range is [0, 14 ], and t is the communication round. In other
words, the respective ciphertext Cid,[0,R],t(M) is composed
of ciphertext Cid||�||t(M), Cid||0||t(M), Cid||01||t(M) and
Cid||010||t(M). The private key for a receiver id of the rating
value r = 1

8 will be assigned according to the identity set
{id||1||t, id||01||t, id||001||t} since the rating set for 1

8 is
{1, 01, 001}. In other words, this receiver will obtain a private
key composed of skid||1||t, skid||01||t and skid||001||t. The
decryption is successful because there is an intersected identity
id||01||t between the rating set and range set. The receiver
can simply execute the decryption algorithm on the ciphertext
Cid||01||t(M) using his private key skid||01||t to decrypt the
message M .

IV. SYSTEM MODEL AND DESIGN GOALS

Our system model is similar to the original TBE system[2].
We also assume a scenario where a user wishes to share private
information with other users over a collaborative distributed
network, such as a P2P network. The sender and the receiver
could be familiar with each other or they might even be
complete strangers. In the first case, the receiver’s identity is
naturally known to the sender. In the second case, the receiver
needs to notify the sender his identity when he asks for
information sharing. Each user in the system has a reputation
rating value r with a similar form as in the original TBE
scheme, also assigned by the TA according to certain metrics.
The design of the underlying rating system is out of scope
of this paper though important. Just as in the original TBE
system, we assume there have already existed a reputation
rating system providing a fair and objective rating value for
individual users. The TA, equipped with the reputation system,
distributes secret keys to users according to their identities and
rating values securely (we assume there is a secure channel
for online private key distribution). Similar to the original
TBE system, a message is encrypted under a reputation
range requirement [0, R] and the receiver’s identity in our
two proposed TBE systems. The receiver is only allowed to
successfully decrypt the corresponding ciphertext when the
rating value r belongs to the range [0, R].
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Our major focus is to improve the performance of the TBE
systems, which is determined by the communication overhead
and memory storage cost. The communication overhead is
proportional to the size of the ciphertext from a sender to
a receiver and the communication traffic between a user and
the TA, which can also be dependent on the private keys size
from TA to the user and the number of communication rounds
between them. The memory space cost is mainly dependent
on the storage requirement for a receiver, which depends on
the size of decryption keys. Our first scheme is to reduce
both the communication overhead and the memory space cost
through the reduction of the ciphertext size and private key
size while the target of our second scheme is to improve the
communication overhead through reducing the number of the
communication rounds (i.e., reducing the signaling traffic cost
due to private key updates).

V. TBE SCHEME FROM THE IDENTITY BASED BROADCAST

ENCRYPTION (IBBE)

In this section, we present our first TBE scheme. We will
first provide a brief introduction to the IBBE system to be
used, and then discuss how an efficient TBE scheme can be
built upon this IBBE scheme.

A. Identity Based Broadcast Encryption (IBBE)

IBBE can be viewed as a generalization of traditional mul-
ticast group key management system [13], [14], where each
user can join or leave a group dynamically. The traditional
system [13], [14] adopts the logical key hierarchy for efficient
key assignment. The parameters of these schemes are further
improved in subsequent works [15], [16]. These traditional
schemes are generally symmetric key based, which means that
the TA is required to be online all the time. This contradicts
to our requirement that the TA should be offline most of the
time.

IBBE is the counterpart of the traditional group key man-
agement scheme in the identity based setting, on which the
TBE is constructed. It considers the application scenario with
n users, where each user has its own identity IDi. A sender
chooses a receiver identity set S = {ID1, · · · , IDs}, s ≤ n,
and encrypts a message M for this receiver set. If the receiver
identity belongs to S, then the decryption would be successful,
otherwise, the decryption fails. Even if all the users outside
S collude with each other, they will not gain any useful
information on the content of the broadcasted message. In
IBBE, each user is identified with an arbitrary binary string,
which gives us the room to adapt it in the scenario of TBE
system.

The current most efficient IBBE scheme (See appendix
for the concrete construction)[17] has constant sized private
keys. The ciphertext contains only two group elements. The
decryption is less efficient, which is dominated by s group
element multiplications. Generally speaking, IBBE scheme
consists of the following algorithms:

1) BE-Setup (λ,m): This algorithm is run by the TA,
which takes as input the security parameter λ and
m = max(s), the maximal size of the set of receivers
for one encryption, and outputs a master secret key

MSK and a public key PK. The TA holds MSK, and
makes PK public.

2) BE-Extract(MSK, IDi): The algorithm is also run by
the TA. It takes as input the master key MSK and a user
identity IDi and outputs user private key skIDi

.
3) BE-Enc(S, M , PK): This algorithm is run by the sender,

which takes as input the public key PK, a message M
and a set of included identities S = {ID1, · · · , IDs}
with s ≤ m, and outputs the ciphertext CS(M).

4) BE-Dec(S, IDj , skIDj
, CS(M), PK): This algorithm

is run by the receiver. It takes as input a subset S =
{ID1, · · · , IDs} (with s ≤ m), an identity IDj and the
corresponding private key skIDj

, a ciphertext CS(M),
and the public key PK. If IDj ∈ S, the algorithm outputs
the message M . It will output ⊥ otherwise.

B. TBE Scheme from IBBE Scheme: Simple Case

The original TBE scheme in [2] consists of four algorithms,
Setup, KeyDer, Encrypt, and Decrypt. We can apply the
IBBE scheme discussed in the previous subsection to develop
our TBE scheme. It can be constructed in the following
steps. At the beginning of the system operation, the Setup
algorithm runs BE-Setup algorithm as its subroutine. Setup
algorithm takes as input a security parameter λ and outputs
system parameters, which include the master key MSK and
the public key PK from the BE-Setup algorithm, and also
the specifications of message, ciphertext, identity and private
key memory space, and a granularity parameter u = 2κ.
The TA will run KeyDer algorithm to distribute private keys
to a receiver id. This algorithm will take BE-Extract(MSK,
IDi) as its sub-routine, where IDi=id||ru||t. r is the rating
value of id at the communication round t. The output of BE-
Extract(MSK, id||ru||t) is the private key skid||ru||t for re-
ceiver id. Encrypt will run BE-Enc(S, PK) as its sub-routine.
The input of Encrypt is a pair (id, R), system parameters, and
a message M , which are interpreted as the following input
to algorithm BE-Enc: the trust value range requirement [0, R]
and the receiver identity id will be synthetically represented as
the following receiver set S={id||0||t, id||u||t, id||2u||t, · · · ,
id||Ru||t}. The output of BE-Enc is the respective ciphertext
Cid,[0,R],t(M)=CS(M). The receiver id with a rating value
r ≤ R can run the IBBE decryption algorithm BE-Dec(S, id,
skid||ru||t, Cid,[0,R],t(M), PK) to obtain message M . The
decryption will be successful because the receiver identity
id||ru||t belongs to the receiver set S if r ≤ R.
Complexity analysis: Since we use a generic method to
transform an IBBE scheme into a TBE scheme, we can
develop any efficient TBE scheme from the current most
efficient IBBE scheme [17] (see Appendix). Moreover, the
complexity for our TBE scheme can be analyzed from that of
the underlying IBBE scheme. The private key contains only
one group element, which is less than O(log(u))=O(κ) group
elements in the original TBE. The communication cost is
determined by the size of the ciphertext, which contains three
group elements while the ciphertext in the original scheme
also contains κ group elements.

Although IBBE is a cryptographic concept close to multi-
receiver key encapsulation mechanism (MR-KEM) adopted in
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the original TBE scheme [2], the different ways these two
cryptographic tools are utilized results in significant perfor-
mance gain in our TBE schemes. One of the major differences
between our TBE scheme and the original ones is that we
remove the binary tree framework from our construction. The
minimal private key size of the original TBE scheme should be
O(κ) due to the binary tree structure they used. However, the
private key size could possibly reach constant only when we
do not use binary tree method in the TBE scheme. Besides, al-
though MR-KEM mechanism also considers the multi-receiver
scenario, each receiver IDi is still treated independently in the
original TBE construction in the sense that an encapsulation
Ci is generated for each IDi, and therefore the lower bound
of ciphertext size for the binary tree structure based TBE
scheme should be O(κ), which is exactly the ciphertext size of
the original TBE scheme[2]. Apparently, the proposed IBBE
based approach not only reaches the optimal memory cost for
the constant sized private keys, but also reaches the optimal
communication cost due to the constant sized ciphertext. Aside
from the removal of binary tree structure, the reason for
this performance gain can also be attributed to that we treat
the receiver range set as a whole and the ciphertext of the
underlying IBBE scheme is generated according to this range
set.

C. Generalized TBE

We can also consider a more general case where the
message is encrypted under a collection of � reputation ranges
S =

⋃�
i=1[Li, Ri] rather than a single range [0, R], where Li

and Ri are the lower and upper bounds of i−th reputation
range. This general case is useful because a sender might
wish to send a message to a group of users falling into
different reputation categories without even considering who
the recipients really are. For instance, a sender with a rating
value 3

4 might want anyone who has a reputation close to his
or has a very good reputation to decrypt his ciphertext. In
reality, those with similar reputation could correspond to his
close friends and those with good reputation might denote the
strangers who he is willing to trust with his message. In this
case, the range set might be [ 12 , 1]

⋃
[0, 14 ]. This generalized

TBE scheme could be realized in a similar way compared with
the basic construction because we only need to include more
range sets in the receiver set S to represent the additional
reputation range while the receiver identity id should be
removed from S1. The rest algorithms work similarly as for the
simple case except now the consistency condition is changed
to be that any receiver with the rating value falling into either
one of these reputation ranges can successfully decrypt the
ciphertext.
Complexity analysis: The reduction of the communication
cost is even more noticeable in this case because both of
the ciphertext size and private key size of our generalized
scheme remain constant2. The binary tree method introduced

1This is because we only focus on the reputation of the users rather their
identities.

2We neglect the comparison of communication cost for the delivery of
receiver set S contained in the ciphertext because both of our proposed
schemes and the original TBE scheme needs to transmit the same receiver
set.

in Sec.III cannot directly represent multiple ranges since the
nodes on the path from the root to the leaf node could only
correspond to one single reputation range. If the orthogonal
representation method is adopted, i.e., using a minimal node
set covering multiple leaf nodes to represent multiple ranges
and the nodes on the path from the root to the leaf node to
represent receiver private key, then the ciphertext size of the
original TBE scheme will increase to O(�κ), which is far less
favorable compared with our constant size ciphertext.
Security analysis: Given the fact that we directly apply the
IBBE scheme to the TBE system, the security for our TBE
scheme is implied by that of the underlying IBBE scheme,
which can be shown to be selectively chosen ciphertext attack
secure.

Our TBE scheme can reach the same security level as that of
the underlying IBBE scheme. Hence, the TBE scheme will be
adaptively chosen ciphertext attack secure if the underlying
IBBE scheme is replaced with the adaptively secure IBBE
scheme [18]. In the adaptive model, the adversary does not
need to submit the target identity at the beginning of the
simulation in the proof. However, the efficiency of our TBE
scheme based on the adaptively secure IBBE scheme [18] will
not be that favorable compared with that based on selectively
secure one [17] although the security level is indeed enhanced.

VI. TBE SCHEME FROM R-IBE SCHEME

In the above section, we adopt the IBBE scheme as the
underlying tool to reduce the memory space and communica-
tion overhead of our TBE scheme in terms of the ciphertext
size and the private key size. While in this section, the
revocable identity based encryption (R-IBE) [3] will serve as
an underlying tool to improve the communication overhead
of the TBE system by reducing the communication traffic
between users and the TA.

In what follows, we first provide a brief introduction to the
R-IBE system. We then show how a direct application of R-
IBE to design our TBE system can significantly reduce the
communication rounds between users and the TA.

A. A Brief Introduction to the R-IBE

Revocable IBE scheme was proposed as a solution to realize
efficient identity revocation in the IBE system. As users’
private keys tend to be either stolen or expired in practice, a
revocable IBE scheme can prevent these “corrupted” and thus
illegal private keys from being employed to decrypt ciphertext.
The scheme divides the system life time into time periods. At
the beginning, each individual user will receive a private key
from the TA for his identity. The sender encrypts a message
under the receiver’s identity id and the current time period t.
In order to successfully decrypt the ciphertext, the receiver id
is required to first derive the decryption key for the current
time period t. Notice that the decryption key and the private
key are different concepts in an R-IBE system. If one’s identity
is revoked in a certain time period, a decryption key cannot
be derived from his private key for this time period. At the
beginning of each time period, the TA publishes the update
information only allowing the unrevoked users to update their
private keys to derive the decryption keys corresponding to
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the current time period. In this regard, the revoked users (or
identities) are deprived of their decryption ability.

The R-IBE scheme is usually composed of the following
seven algorithms:

1) R-Setup(1λ, n): The TA runs this algorithm, taking a
security parameter λ and number n of the system users
as input. It also publishes the public key pk and returns
a master key msk and an initially empty revocation list
rl for the TA.

2) R-PriKeyGen(msk, id): The TA also runs this algo-
rithm, which takes as inputs an arbitrary identity string
id and the master key msk, and outputs the user private
key skid for the user with identity id.

3) R-KeyUpdate(pk, msk, t, rl): The TA runs this algo-
rithm to publish the update information for the time
period t. This algorithm takes as input the system
parameters public key pk, master key msk, key update
time t and revocation list rl, and then outputs the key
update information kut. Here, the revocation list rl
specifies the revoked user identity id and other related
information. Although the key update information kut

is publicly accessible, they are useless for the revoked
identities.

4) R-DecryKeyGen(skid, kut): This decryption key gen-
eration algorithm is run by the unrevoked users each
time after the TA publishes the update information kut.
The unrevoked users run this algorithm by taking as
the input the user private key skid and the key update
information kut, and then outputs the decryption key
dkid,t. It outputs ⊥ if a revoked user runs this algorithm.

5) R-Enc(pk, id, t,M ): The encryption algorithm is run
by a sender. It takes as the input the public key pk, the
receiver identity id, the current time period t and the
message M , and outputs the ciphertext Cid,t(M).

6) R-Dec(dkid,t, Cid,t(M)): The receiver runs this decryp-
tion algorithm by inputting the decryption key dkid,t and
the ciphertext Cid,t(M), and outputs a message M or a
special symbol ⊥. The correctness of the decryption is
defined as: if the receiver identity id is unrevoked at the
time period t, then the decryption algorithm will output
the message M , and ⊥ otherwise because the respective
decryption key dkid,t cannot be derived by the revoked
user.

7) R-Revocation: The revocation algorithm is run by the
TA, which inputs the identity to be revoked id and the
revocation list rl to the algorithm, which outputs an
updated revocation list rl.

The basic idea of scheme [3] presented by Boldyreva et.
al. is to combine the binary tree structure and the fuzzy
identity based encryption. The R-IBE scheme (see Fig. 2)
works as follows: for a system with n users, a binary tree
with at least n leaf nodes is generated by the TA. Each user
corresponds to one unique leaf node. The user private key is
assigned according to a node set composed of all the nodes
on the path from the root to its own leaf node. The update
information is generated according to the minimal node set
covering the unrevoked users, which is the reason why the
update information is useless to those revoked users. Check

the left sub-figure in Fig. 2, the key update information kut

is generated corresponding to the big circle nodes covering
the path nodes contained in the private key node set for the
unrevoked users only, i.e. {id2, id3, id4}. It is also observed
that kut does not cover any of the path nodes in the private
key node set for id1, and hence is useless to id1. The
private key size is O(log n) and the update information size is
O(v log(n/v)), where v is the number of the revoked users.
The individual decryption key size remains constant even after
the key is updated. The concrete construction can be found in
the appendix .

B. TBE Scheme from R-IBE

As a user’s trust rating value is fluctuating with time, or a
node, so the respective trust based private key, is subject to
compromise, the TBE system should have a mechanism to re-
voke a user’s reputation key whenever his reputation changes.
Although a game theoretic mechanism [2] was proposed to
ensure a rational user will honestly report his current rating
value to the TA, this still cannot deter the irrational users
from refusing to update their reputation keys and exploiting the
obsolete reputation keys to act maliciously. Besides, reputation
key revocation would be an even greater challenge when the
trust rating mechanism depends on the collective opinions.
This is the first reason why the reputation revocation approach
has to be enforced in a TBE system.

In order to avoid the abuse of obsolete reputation based
private key, both the encryption and decryption of the original
TBE scheme is dependent on the communication round t.
Therefore, a secure channel between a receiver and the TA
must be established in order to guarantee the secure delivery
of the fresh decryption key for every communication round.
Whenever a receiver wishes to communicate with another
node or access shared information encrypted with certain trust
rating level, the receiver has to obtain a fresh private key from
the TA, resulting in huge traffic burden to the TA (linearly
dependent on the numbers of users and the communication
rounds between each communication pair). As a result, the
workload at the receiver side would also be heavy since each
time when a receiver obtains the encrypted private decryption
keys from the TA, they must decrypt the received message for
the updated decryption keys before they could even proceed
to run the TBE decryption algorithm.

Our TBE scheme adopts the revocable IBE as the underly-
ing tool to mitigate the traffic between nodes and the TA for
the private key delivery. In the proposed TBE with reputation
revocation (TBE-RR) scheme, the system time is also divided
into fixed time periods just as in the underlying R-IBE system.
The length of time period is a system parameter, which can
be dependent on the statistics for the dynamic range of the
user reputation gathered from the reputation systems[2]. At
the beginning of the TBE-RR system, each user obtains a trust
based private key from the TA. Compared with the original
TBE scheme, a message will not only be encrypted under
the receiver’s identity and the range requirement, but also
the current time period. In one time period, two communica-
tion parties might have gone through several communication
rounds and the receiver can use his decryption key for the
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Fig. 2. Basic idea of an R-IBE.

current time period to decrypt all the received ciphertexts. The
decryption key is also considered to be a different concept
from the private key as in the revocable IBE scheme. A
user with a valid private key might not be able to derive a
decryption key for a certain time period unless he is unrevoked
in this very time period. The TA periodically publishes update
information solely for the unrevoked users to generate the
updated decryption keys and deliver the updated private keys
for the revoked users whenever necessary (for instance, when
the delivery is requested by the revoked users) such that the
cost of distributing the updated private keys (in terms of both
communications and computation overhead) would be reduced
from O(n) to O(v), where v denotes the number of the
revoked users.

Technically, the proposed TBE-RR scheme is a combination
of the R-IBE scheme and the original TBE scheme. At
the initiation of the TBE-RR system, the TA runs R-Setup
algorithm of the R-IBE scheme3 and constructs a binary tree
with at least N leaf nodes, where N = n × κ and n is
the number of system users. κ and n are both assumed to
be the power of 2. According to Sec.III, each user’s rating
value is represented by a rating node set composed of at
most κ identities. Consequently, the binary tree covers all
the rating sets Sri for each system user idi, i ∈ [1, n].
The TA controls the system public key pk and the master

3Notice that all the algorithms containing a prefix R- in this section are
referred to those in the R-IBE system introduced in Sec. VI-A

key msk, and reserves the memory space for messages,
identity, time period and the empty revocation list rl after
running R-Setup algorithm. Each user will be assigned with
a private key composed of all the identity based private keys
for the respective trust rating set through running the R-
PriKeyGen(msk, id) algorithm on each identity in the rating
set. For example, for a system with four users id1, id2, id3, id4
with the rating values 1

2 , 1
8 , 1

4 , and 1
4 , respectively, the TA

first constructs a binary tree covering all the rating set as
shown in Fig. 3. To assign the private key for user id2 with
a rating value 1

8 , the TA runs R-PriKeyGen(msk, id) on
each identity id in the rating set {id2||1, id2||01, id2||001} to
output skid2||1, skid2||01, and skid2||001, which constitute the
user private key skid2||r= 1

8
. In other words, the TA distributes

each identity based private key according to the private key
node set for all the leaf nodes. The original TBE system
functions in a different manner because there is no temporal
information contained in the original user private key as done
in our TBE-RR scheme. When the sender encrypts a message
for receiver id2 with a reputation range requirement [0, 1

4 ]
in time period t, the message will be encrypted under the
range set {id2||�, id2||0, id2||01, id2||010} and time period
t. Therefore, the sender runs the encryption algorithm in
the revocable IBE scheme R-Enc(pk, id, t, M ) on each
identity id in the range set {id2||�, id2||0, id2||01, id2||010}
to generate the ciphertext {Cid2||�,t(M), Cid2||0,t(M),
Cid2||01,t(M), Cid2||010,t(M)}, which constitute the final ci-
phertext Cid2,[0,R],t(M).
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The update information kut is published by running the
update algorithm R-KeyUpdate(pk, msk, t, rl). The update
information can only be used by those with unrevoked reputa-
tion values. In other words, the receiver id2 can successfully
derive the decryption key in time period t only when its rating
value is unrevoked4. The receiver id2 runs R-DecryKeyGen
algorithm, taking skid2||r and key update information kut as
the input to output the respective decryption key dkid2||r,t.
The decryption key is composed of all the decryption keys
corresponding to its rating set, i.e., dkid2||1,t, dkid2||01,t,
dkid2||001,t. Therefore, the receiver can execute the R-Dec
algorithm, taking the ciphertext Cid2||01,t(M) (since id2||01
is the intersection identity between the rating set and range
set) and the respective decryption key dkid2||01,t as the input
in order to decrypt the respective message M .
Complexity analysis: The proposed scheme results in a user
private key of size O(log(κN)). However, the receiver, es-
pecially the one with constant reputation over time, is not
required to communicate with the TA. The only thing to be
done is to check out the published update information in order
to derive his fresh decryption key for each time period. As a
result, the communication traffic between users and the TA is
significantly reduced. The ciphertext only contains an extra
group element compared with the original TBE scheme if
randomness reuse technique is used in the encryption algo-
rithm [19]. If the proposed TBE-RR scheme employs the same
underlying IBE technique as in the R-IBE system [3], then
the sender in our TBE-RR system only needs to complete an
additional modular exponential while generating the ciphertext
compared with that of the original TBE system. The workload
of the TA will mainly be determined by the task of distributing
the update information and delivering the private keys for the
revoked users. The computation and communication costs of
both tasks depend on the number of the revoked users.
Security analysis: The security of our TBE-RR scheme can be
reduced to the security of the underlying R-IBE scheme given
the fact that the construction is a combination of the R-IBE
system and the basic TBE scheme. The TBE scheme can be
viewed as an IBE system where an individual user’s identity
is the concatenation of the original individual identity and its
respective reputation value. Therefore, our proposed TBE-RR
system can be viewed as a revocable IBE system where the
individual identity is the concatenation. The R-IBE system [3]
we adopt can be proven selective ID chosen ciphertext secure,
therefore our proposed TBE-RR system can reach the same
security level.

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we conduct a more complete performance
evaluation on our proposed schemes. In Table I, we present
the comparison of the communication overhead and memory
cost of our proposed schemes with that of the original TBE
scheme. Let T denote the maximum communication rounds
between two communication parties in the system, and τ
denote the number of time periods which the lifetime of a

4If the rating value r of this receiver is revoked in time period t′, then
the update information will only cover the leaf nodes but the rating set for
id2||r, i.e., all the transparent nodes.

TBE system is divided into. As we can observe from the
table, our first scheme does improve the performance when the
static reputation is considered. In our second proposed scheme,
those with a steady reputation (corresponding to unrevoked
users) will not generate traffic, which would be inevitable
in the original TBE scheme, implying that these users are
free from the decryption task after receiving the encryption of
fresh private keys from the TA each communication round
(since encryption is the only way to guarantee the secure
delivery of those private keys), which would significantly
reduce communication and computation overheads. The TA
only needs to periodically publish some update information
and deliver private keys for those whose reputations have
changed if requested. Comparably, the TA in the original
system has to deliver a fresh private key for each receiver
in each communication round, which means it is forced to be
online most of the time. Since one time period might contain
many communication rounds between two communication
parties, it is fair to say that the workload at the TA is also
significantly reduced, which means the TA can sometimes be
kept offline.

There is a factor of v in the workload of TA in our
second scheme, which means the efficiency gain of the second
scheme is more remarkable for those TBE systems where the
reputations of most users remains relatively stable over time
in terms of reputation dynamics. However, the second system
might exhibit less superiority when the number of the revoked
users is close to n because the TA will have to publish update
information linearly dependent on the number of system users.

We also implement our proposed TBE-RR system and the
existing TBE scheme[2] in C. Here, we adopt the Pairing-
Based Cryptography (PBC) Library as the underlying tool.
The curve we have used for our proposed scheme is type D.
The curve of such type has the form of y2 = x3 + ax + b.
We use MNT method [20] to generate this curve. The order
of the curve is around 158 bits, as is Fq , the base field.
Our choice of parameters results in 79-bit brute force and
953-bit finite field MOV security levels [21]. We adopt the
identity based encryption scheme proposed by Waters [22]
as the underlying tool for implementing the original TBE
scheme. The revocable IBE system proposed by Boldyreva
et al. [3] is employed to implement our proposed TBE-RR
scheme. We note that the revocable IBE system we adopt
can be viewed as a generalization based on Waters’ IBE
scheme. They are both proven to be secure under the standard
decisional bilinear Diffie-Hellman assumption, and thus have
the same security level. We choose an identity of length 158
bits in both systems. For our experiments, we use a desktop
machine with an Intel Celeron 530 1.73GHZ CPU and 1GB
of RAM, running Linux/Ubuntu 6.10. All the timing reported
below are averaged over 100 randomized runs. We assume all
the individual users are communication active, which means
each one at least receives one ciphertext from another user at
least once in one time period. This is a reasonable assumption
assuming the time period is properly set. For the ease of
simulation, we show the performance comparison when there
is only one communication round for each individual user in
one time period. We note that our performance gain should
be more remarkable if more individual communication rounds
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Fig. 3. Basic idea of our TBE-RR scheme.

TABLE I
EFFICIENCY COMPARISON

original IBBE R-IBE
TBE based- based-

Ciphertext size O(κ) O(1) O(κ)
Private Keys O(κ) O(1) O(log(κn))

Communication rounds O(T ) O(T ) none
(TA and unrevoked receiver)

(After initialization)
Communication rounds O(T ) O(T ) O(τ)

(TA and revoked receiver)
(After initialization)

workload of TA O(nTκ)O(nT )O(τv log(κn))

in one period are considered since the workload of both TA
and individual users in the original scheme is dependent on
the individual communication rounds while the performance
of our proposed schemes is not.

We compare the performance of two systems under different
choices of the number of system users n, the granularity of the
reputation κ and the number of revoked users v. An individual
user is assigned with a random reputation value in [0, 2κ], and
we also choose a uniformly random revoked index set consist-
ing of v revoked users. Fig. 4–Fig. 7 show the communication
overhead and storage cost of an individual user in the two
schemes under different parameter settings. The simulation
results validate our performance analysis. Our IBBE based
improvement significantly improves both the communication
overhead and the storage requirement when the reputation
value is static. We can also see that the revocable IBE based
TBE scheme indeed reduces the communication overhead
when the reputation value is dynamic. The private key size
of revocable IBE based scheme is slightly larger than that
in the IBBE based scheme and the original scheme. Hence,
the revocable IBE based scheme is to find a tradeoff between
the two performance parameters. However, the interaction
times between an individual user and the TA are linearly

proportional to the communication overhead. Hence, it is fair
to say that the TA is least involved in the last improvement
scheme.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed to use two cryptographic
techniques, the identity based broadcast encryption (IBBE)
and revocable identity based encryption (R-IBE), to develop
two novel trust based encryption (TBE) schemes used in
information sharing and dissemination to significantly improve
the efficiency in terms of memory storage requirements and
communication overheads. We have shown that both TBE
schemes perform much better than the previously known
schemes and can be applied to peer-to-peer networks with
reputation based mechanisms for information sharing and
dissemination. One potential future research is to investigate
how to employ the combination of IBBE and R-IBE [23] to
further improve the TBE scheme.

IX. APPENDIX

A. IBBE[17]

The detailed procedure of IBBE is described as follows:
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Fig. 4. Performance comparison when κ = 4 and n = 128.

Fig. 5. Performance comparison when κ = 4 and n = 1024.

1) Setup(λ, M ): Given the security parameter λ and an
integer M , a bilinear map group system B=(p, G1, G2,
GT , ê(·, ·)) is constructed such that |p| = λ. Also,
two generators g ∈ G1 and h ∈ G2 are randomly
selected as well as a secret value γ ∈ Z�

p. Choose
a cryptographic hash function H : {0, 1}� → Z�

p.
The security analysis will view H as a random oracle.
B and H constitute system public parameters. The
master secret key is defined as MSK=(g, γ). The public
key is PK=(ω, v, h, hγ , · · · , gγm

) where ω = gγ , and
v = ê(g, h).

2) Extract(MSK, ID): Given MSK=(g, γ) and the identity

ID, it outputs skID=g
1

γ+H(ID) .
3) Encrypt(S, PK, M ). Assume for notational

simplicity that S={IDj}sj=1 with s ≤ m. Given
PK=(ω, v, h, hγ , · · · , hγm

), and an message M ,
the broadcaster randomly picks k ← Z

�
p and

computes Hdr=(C1, C2) and C where C1=ω−k,
C2=hk·∏s

i=1(γ+H(IDi)), C = vk · M . It outputs (Hdr,
C).

4) Decrypt(S, IDi, skIDi
, Hdr, PK): In order to retrieve the

Fig. 6. Performance comparison when κ = 5 and n = 128.

Fig. 7. Performance comparison when κ = 5 and n = 1024.

message encryption key K encapsulated in the header
Hdr=(C1, C2), the user with the identity IDi and the

corresponding private key skIDi
=g

1

γ+H(IDi) (with IDi ∈
S) computes

K = (ê(C1, h
pi,S(γ)) · ê(skIDi

, C2))
1∏s

j=1,j �=i
H(IDj)

pi,S(γ) =
1

γ
·
⎛
⎝

s∏
j=1,j �=i

(γ +H(IDj))−
s∏

j=1,j �=i

(H(IDj))

⎞
⎠

K ′ := ê(C1, h
pi,S(γ)) · ê(C2, skIDi

)

= ê(g−kγ , hpi,S(γ)) · ê
(
g

1
γ+H(IDi) , h

k·
s∏

j=1
(γ+H(IDj))

)

= ê(g, h)−k·(∏s
j=1,j �=i (γ+H(IDj))−

∏s
j=1,j �=i H(IDj))

·ê(g, h)k·
∏s

j=1,j �=i (γ+H(IDj))

= ê(g, h)k·
∏s

j=1,j �=i H(IDj)

= K
∏s

j=1,j �=i H(IDj)
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B. R-IBE[3]

The detailed procedure of R-IBE is given below. Let G be
a prime order bilinear group generator. Let J be {1, 2, 3}.

1) R-Setup(1λ, n): (Ĝ, p, g) ← G(1λ); a ← Zp; g1 ←
ga; g2, h1, h2, h3 ← G. Let rl be an empty set and
T be a binary tree with at least n leaf nodes. Return
pk=(g, g1, g2, h1, h2, h3), mk = a; rl, st=T.

2) R-PriKeyGen(pk, mk, ω, st): Parse pk as (g, g1, g2,
h1, h2, h3), mk as a, st as T. Pick an unassigned leaf
node v from T and store ω in that node.
∀x ∈ Path(v) if ax is undefined, then ax ← Zp, store
ax in node x,

rx ← Zp;Dx ← gaxω+a
2 Hg2,j,h1,h2,h3(ω)

rx ;
dx ← grx .

Return skω = {(x,Dx, dx)}x∈Path(v), st.
Note that ax above fixes first-degree polynomial
qx(y) = axy+a corresponding to node x. The algorithm
computes the ω− components of the decryption key
using the polynomials of all the nodes on the path from
leaf node corresponding to ω to the root node.

3) R-KeyUpdate(pk, mk, t, rl, st): Parse pk as (g, g1, g2,
h1, h2, h3), mk as a, st as T.
∀x ∈ KuNodes(T, rl, t)

rx ← Zp;Ex ← gaxt+a
2 Hg2,J,h1,h2,h3(t)

rx ;
ex ← grx .

Return kut = {(x,Ex, ex)}x∈KuNodes(T,rl,t).
The algorithm first finds a minimal set of nodes which
contains an ancestor (or, the node itself) of all the non-
revoked nodes. Then it computes the t− component of
the decryption key using the polynomials of all the nodes
in that set.

4) R-DecryKeyGen(skω, kut): Parse skω as
{(i,Di, di)}i∈l, kut as {j, Ej , ej}j∈J for some
set nodes I, J.
∀(i,Di, di) ∈ skω, (j, Ej , ej) ∈ kut. If ∃(i, j) s.t. i = j
then dkω,t ← (Di, Ej , di, ej). Else (if skω and kut do
not have any node in common) then dkω,t ← ⊥.
Return dkω,t.
// Above we can drop the subscripts i, j since they are
equal, i.e., dkω,t=(D,E, d, e).
The algorithm finds components of skω and kut which
were computed on the same polynomial.

5) R-Enc(pk, ω, t,M ):
Parse pk as (g, g1, g2, h1, h2, h3).

z ← Zp; c1 ←M · ê(g1, g2)z; c2 ← gz;
cω ← Hg2,J,h1,h2,h3(ω)

z; ct ← Hg2,J,h1,h2,h3(t)
z

c = (ω, t, cω, ct, c1, c2).

The encryption algorithm is essentially the same as that
of Fuzzy IBE.

6) R-Dec(dkω,t, c): Parse dkω,t as (D,E, d, e), c as
(ω, t, cω, ct, c1, c2).

M ← c1 ·
(
ê(d, cω)

ê(D, c2)

) t
t−ω

(
ê(e, ct)

ê(E, c2)

) ω
ω−t

Return M .
The decryption algorithm is essentially the same as that
of the Fuzzy IBE.

7) Revocation R(ω, t, rl, st): For all nodes v associated
with identity ω add (v, t) to rl. Return rl.
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